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Y  POST APOC ANIMATION BLOCK
7:30 - Jipello and the Armoured Pig (2:13)
7:32 - Diesel Rock and Stardust (5:07)
7:37 - All the Robots (4:00)
7:41 - Virtuo (5:28)
7:46 - The Predestined Paradox (4:00)
7:50 - Mas Que La Cara (3:18)
7:54 - The Little Girl (4:40)
7:58 - Fallout Equestria (2:21)
 FEATURE PRESENTATION
8:01 - Until Sbornia do us a part (1:31:00)

 10 Min Break (9:32 - 9:42)
 
 DREAMS BLOCK with ANIMATION
9:42 - Passenger (2:30)
9:44 - Falling Girl (8:00)
9:52 - Gaia (14:47)
10:07 - An Inverted Dream (4:30)
10:11 - Agradecimento (3:53)
10:15 - As Long As You Watch My Heart: Penny Police (4:38)
10:19 - Bo Saris: The Addict (3:52)
10:23 - Conscription (3:07)
10:26 - Lordencih: Propaganda (2:57)
 

 REFLECTIONS of the APOCALYPSE BLOCK
10:29 - Boom is Life (6:00)
10:32 - Svetovar Brewery (3:18)
10:35 - Koma (4:00)
10:39 - Hong Hoon (3:58)
10:43 - MIENIN (13:25)
10:56 - Les Bêtes Aveugles (34:00)
11:30 - Rackhouse Pilfer: Fallen Leaves (5:12)

 10 Min Break (11:30 - 11:40)
 
 HORROR BLOCK
11:40 - Memento Mori  (1:30)
11:41 - Shhh (11:00)
11:52 - Eyes Wide Open (0:20)
11:53 - American Hell (7:30)
12:00 - Broken Circuits (3:11)
12:03 - TIMOTHY (9:35)
12:13 - Reso: Axion (4:00)

 ENCORE BLOCK: 1 hour
Did you miss a film? Here is a chance to catch 
them!  Audience votes on films to play 
(anything from the schedule except features
and special presentations)
 ENDING TIME: 1 AM
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 INNER VOICES and ZOMBIES BLOCK
7:30 - 17 Minutes in Texas: The Zombie Apocalypse  (9:23)
7:39 - Dimensions (7:28)
7:47 - Silence between thoughts (3:06)
7:50 - City of Dust (6:47)
7:56 - Dark Shadows (1:30)
7:58 - CORTO (9:40)
8:07 - Zombeez (0:46)
8:08 - Shh (post apoc) (11:09)
8:20 -Gamma Haze: BODIES (4:51)
 
 10 Min Break (8:25 - 8:35)

 BE THE ZOMBIE BLOCK
8:35 - Watch It Sparkle: Your Heart Will Throb Hard (2:15)
 FEATURE PRESENTATION
8:37: Special Introduction by director (1:18)
8:38 - Crysalis (1:39:15)

 10 Min Break (10:17 - 10:27)
 

 SPACE and the AFTERMATH (post apoc) BLOCK
10:27 - Case Rabbit (5:31)
10:32 - Paradise Lost  (1:00)
10:33 - Somewhere (6:50)
10:40 - Om Unit ft. Jinadu: The Silence (4:52)
10:45 - Titus (5:28)
10:50 - Mouse-X (14:59)
11:05 - Back to Earth (5:25)
11:11 - Earth 2084 (15:12) 
11:26 - Invectum (2:53)
11:29 - Alone (2:26)
11:31 - Home/Hogar Hogar (17:44)
11:49 - EAST (3:45)
11:52 - CENAPSE #1 (2:29)

 ENCORE BLOCK: 1 hour
Did you miss a film? Here is a chance to catch 
them!  Audience votes on films to play 
(anything from the schedule except features
and special presentations)

 ENDING TIME: 1 AM
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 POST APOCALYPSE INVASION BLOCK
7:30 - The Road to Wasteland  (3:19)
7:33 - Virginia Klemm: Ninssouhoue  (3:34)
7:37 - Post-Apocalyptic Indians (4:53)
7:42 - Black Raven  (3:33)
7:49 - The Yellow Generation (7:00)

 FEATURE PRESENTATION
7:56: Special LIVE Introduction by Writer/
Director, Daniel Levitch, the cinematographer/
editor, Bradley Hoffarth, and producer, 
Matthew Bowers (5:00)
8:01: SWINE (1:30:00)
9:36: Trivia Contest + Prizes and Q/A for SWINE (20:00) 

 10 Min Break (9:56 - 10:06)

 JOURNEY POST APOCALYPSE BLOCK
10:06 - Post Scriptum (8:28)
10:14 - 2020 (15:32)
10:30 - Silent City (20:38)
10:50 - Homeland (5:59)
10:56 - Invaders from Space (3:35)
11:00 - Chase4422 (5:14)
11:05 - Evil Twin (11:44)

 10 Min Break (11:16 - 11:26)
 
 MEMORIES POST APOCALYPSE BLOCK
11:26 - Welcome to Frotznuland (1:54)
11:27 - Last of You  (28:30)
11:55 - Fender Heist: Fighter  (3:27)
11:59 - Othell’a (7:23)
12:06 - Lament (2:37)
12:09 - Second Wind (6:24)
12:15 - Far from Eden (15:30) 

 SPECIAL PRESENTATION
12:30 - SPECIAL APOCALYPSE MOVIE (25:00)

 ENCORE BLOCK: 1 hour
Did you miss a film? Here is a chance to catch 
them!  Audience votes on films to play 
(anything from the schedule except features
and special presentations)

 ENDING TIME: 2 AM
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. FEATURES

Chrysalis: A post-apocalyptic horror film, set decades after a bio-
terrorist attack unleashes a virus upon the world, transforming much 
of humanity into vicious creatures and laying waste to civilization. In 
the midst of a seemingly endless winter, nomadic companions Josh and 
Penelope, the last survivors of a larger group, share the hope of rescuing 
others like them and hopefully rebuilding civilization.

SWINE: A Post Apocalyptic action film with daring men and women 
fighting against an oppressive force. It is a gun slinging post apocalyptic 
western full of action and intrigue, heroes and villains. During our first 
year, we screened a couple of the Swine short films and now, 2 years 
later, they have returned with all new material and the result is this! 

Until Sbornia do us a part: What happens when the wall 
dividing a small country from the rest of the world falls accidentally? 
Quiet and stuck in time, the people of Sbornia are now hit by the winds 
of modernity coming from the big city and a tyrant who will take 
them for all they’re worth. Conflicts caused by a violent cultural clash 
mess up the lives of the protagonists, Pletskaya and Kraunu, two well 
known Sbornians musicians. Will this invasion spell doom for the small 
country? Will it bring a miniature apocalypse? You’ll just have to watch 
and find out as the craziness unfolds in this endlessly delightful film.

SPECIAL (unofficial) PRESENTATION: A post apocalyptic movie 
shortened from its 3 hour run time to a more manageable size, cutting 
out all the excessive shots, dialogue, and other material too explicit to 
show, while also featuring a few familiar wasteland faces.

MUSIC VIDEOS

Agradecimento: A videoclip by Diego Akel upon a song of the 
independent singer Barbara Eugenia. Made by a combination of several 
techniques, this project was selected by a Brazilian contest called 
“Conexão Animaçōes” and had won an special prize from ABCA - 
Brazilian Association of Animation Cinema. 

As Long As You Watch My Heart - Penny Police: A yarn 
ball leaves the comfort of his tree home in pursuit of a lost love, a cherry 
who falls from a nearby branch, and the dangerous adventure leads to 
an unexpected transformation. The story plays out in magical universe 
populated with friendly flowers, a giant whale, a menacing bird, and 
Orion waiting in the sky.

Black Raven: Federation mercenaries who wish to regain a 
lost device hunt down the creature known only as the Black Raven. 
Poisoning their minds with fear, she brings the fight to them. Will they 
be able to fight against such a force? .

Bo Saris - The Addict: Bo Saris drinks some peculiar tea and goes 
on a psychedelic trip.

Broken Circuits: A disturbing, creepy series of images that 
will burn themselves into your memory with the help of the pulsating 
soundtrack.

East: Music video for the San Diego alt/rock band ABANDON THE 
RAFT.
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. Fender Heist - Fighter: In an apocalyptic existence, an unknown 
force is about to take over the world; a little girl wakes up and resists 
while all other forces have been lost.

Gamma Haze - BODIES: In this hypnotic music video a mystic 
and three entrancing priestesses perform a bizarre ritual. Through the 
juxtaposition of grotesque and beautiful imagery, one can experience 
both a viscerally evocative exploration of the physical body and a 
meditation on the transformative ability of the human psyche.

Homeland: A pilgrim comes back home many years after the world 
has fallen into ruin, all while evading fierce enemies. A LOTR inspired, 
post apocalyptically infused music video.

Hong Hoon: Music video for Hong Hoon (Feature Film) soundtrack. 

Lordencih - Propaganda: A music video about not accepting the 
propaganda that the mainstream tosses out at us.

Om Unit ft. Jinadu - The Silence: An astronaut explores the 
deep reaches of space, searching for the source of a cosmic transmission.

Rackhouse Pilfer - Fallen Leaves: Leaving a desolate winter 
a man journeys to the sky to bring life to the land below.

Reso - Axion: A schizophrenic worm goes insane to a techno beat.

Watch It Sparkle - Your Heart Will Throb Hard: Video 
for Seattle Trash Rock band Watch it Sparkle

SHORTS

17 Minutes in Texas: The Zombie Apocalypse : Well...
maybe “apocalypse” is too strong a word. A mockumentary about the 
small town in Texas where the zombie apocalypse started...and then 
promptly finished

2020: In the not-so-distant future, a war ravaged America has fallen 
prey to domestic terrorism and civil war. To combat the continuing 
attacks the US military created a group of state-of-the-art super soldiers 
called ‘Erasers’. One of these soldiers, James Harrison, tracks down 
potential terrorists fleeing to the mountains. Apparently transporting 
‘materials’ to turn the tide of the war. James must act quickly to intercept 
his targets or face a threat that might have devastating consequences.

Alone: A journey through a post apocalyptic world in search of 
anyone to help make the days go by easier.

All the Robots (animated): After a futuristic robot society is 
collapsed by evil, all the robots will find a way to bring peace back.

American Hell: A family’s worst fears are realized when their 
apartment is invaded in the middle of the night. Their would-be attackers 
provide a grim glimpse at how alone and helpless the family is when 
their entire hallway of neighbors does nothing to help them.

Back to Earth: After an apocalypse, people took to the stars to try 
to find a new way elsewhere. Ten years later, humanity returns to find 
the key to its continued survival.
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. Boom is Life (animated): An introspective journey about the life 
of a man, his people, and his unique way of seeing the world. 

Case Rabbit: A psychiatrist has a patient, a young woman, who 
has a rabbit puppet. The girl thinks that the rabbit puppet is alive. The 
psychiatrist quickly begins to experience weird happenings.

CENAPSE #1: Imagine communicating a whole story into your 
nervous system. Without you consciously realizing anything. Cenapse #1 
is the fist installment of a series of experimental short films. The series is 
based on the idea of using special audio / visual stimulations to directly 
influence the neural pathways in the brain. Hypothetically creating an 
involuntary emotional condition in the viewer, similar to what can be 
experienced by watching a dramatic narrative.

Chase4422: A post apocalyptic chase movie where a woman is 
being hunted by a mysterious force.

City of Dust:  A story about a man who chases his dreams in the city 
of Los Angeles, only to find the city has a mind of its own.

Conscription: A young Japanese boy is fully dressed in a WWII 
American uniform, which plays on his irony. He is brought through the 
timeline of his life through a metaphorical elevator ride, his destination 
only to be seen in person. Through heartbreak and disconnection, we see 
his compelling and devastating journey in this short. 

Corto: Always alone, Corto, a hired killer, is sent out to eliminate 
disruptions. Who will he eliminate next?

Dark Shadows (animated):  A hack author writes about a hack 
detective.

Diesel Rock and Stardust (animated): Living in an 
electronic dystopia, in which a synthetic experience is the only form of 
apprehending the world, two secret agents are sent out to explore the 
origin of gigantic modulations.

Dimensions: Dig deeper into the power of arts, music and human 
perceptions. Be completely immersed in the visual storytelling, leading 
you down a psychedelic journey so timeless that words are actually not 
powerful enough to tell the story on their own. This short movie explores 
depths and experiences that transcend our daily routines through 
pictures, animations and soundscapes.

Earth 2084/Terra 2084: The World Union is established to 
take over after the big collapse, but their control gets tighter and tighter, 
hunting down any deviant elements. Meanwhile, the world plunges into 
filth as the currency crisis has no end in sight. Will something save this 
society before it’s too late? Can we as a society let it be saved?

Evil Twin: A new teleportation technology was just stolen by a group 
of upscale robbers. Two of them, brothers, soon find themselves at 
odds. One with a conscience, the other with evil ambition. The evil twin 
captures his brother’s friend and only the good brother can rescue his 
friend and the technology. Now begins an intense battle through time 
and space where all bets are off the table, and the most valuable game 
changing technology is the prize. Who will win?
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. Eyes Wide Open: A unique look at horror. 

Fallout Equestria (animated): My little pony meets Fallout.

Far from Eden/Longe do Eden:  A man roams through a 
barren wasteland, searching for a dream. All he has is the faint image 
of a woman in his mind and an old paper brochure as clues to find this 
hidden paradise he believes exists. Stricken with disease, he pushes on, 
meeting other travelers, his mind always set on finding his own Eden.

Gaia: Gaia (Mother Earth) is struggling for survival in an increasingly 
degraded and urbanized planet. Through the language of dance, Gaia 
tells a universal story relevant to everyone that inhabits the earth.

Home/Hogar Hogar: Bea and Alan live in a bunker. She wants 
to have a child. He does not. They manage to live as comfortable as 
they can, trying to understand each other, sheltered from an apocalyptic 
world. Their food resources are not going to last much longer. Soon they 
will have to face their biggest fear: going outside the bunker.

Invaders from Space : A war between real people fighting off 
the most nefarious of videogame enemies (a singular force so fierce, so 
destructive, they will destroy all that come in their 2 bit paths). They will 
come. They will march. Everyone... will... die. A battle of full bit vs 2 
bit. Who will win?

Invectum: Jean wakes up in a bathtub full of ice in an abandoned 
garage. He is tied to a rope and surgical tools surround him. But 
something far worse awaits.

An Inverted Dream: Its about a girl who wakes up in an upside 
down house. Where is she? How did she get there? The film follows her 
trying to unravel the answers. 

Jipello and the Armoured Pig (animated): Join the farmer 
Jipello and his last animal companion Hamon the Armoured Pig, as they 
battle the terrible Demon Beast that befalls their lands - ending the curse 
of his ancestors once and for all!

Koma: In a Berliner hospital, Libby visits her girlfriend, Jane, who is in 
an unconscious state. When Libby falls asleep at Jane’s bedside, Libby’s 
dream merges with Jane’s coma. Suddenly, an experience beyond 
describable, between life and death occurs

Lament : Even in death, the inevitable will find you.

Last of You: In a devastated world, Yonatan, the developer of a 
device which allows the re-experience of recorded memories, becomes 
obsessive about the last recollections of his late wife. When it’s time to 
move to a safer place and leave the memories behind, Yonatan holds on 
to the remnants of the past and refuses to face the harsh reality.

Les Bêtes Aveugles: In the ruins of an abandoned neighborhood, 
a young couple lives peacefully away from society. When the man is 
faced with life-threatening injuries, his partner cries for help. An affluent 
couple from the modern world discovers them. Convinced they have 
encountered a previously unknown species, the bourgeois will attempt to 
capture them despite their pleas for help.
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. Mas Que La Cara (animated): A little girl living in futuristic 
pre columbian tribe in which everybody wears a mask. The girl reaches 
the age of maturity where she will get a mask and she understands that 
accepting the mask will make her one of the tribe... a tale about identity 
vs group identity.

Memento Mori: A child deals with contrasting feelings as he 
encounters the trauma of death for the first time.

MIENIN: M knows that it will all come to an end today. They repeat 
it incessantly on the the radio and tv. The date has been burnt into the 
collective memory at the same time as the images were televised. The 
feeling of being MIcroscopic, Ephemeral, Nowhere and INsignificant was 
something completely new and terrifying.

OTHELL’A: “Ivy” falls into the only place where darkness gives birth to 
light.

Paradise Lost: The aftermath of our current actions to the 
environment of the future.

Passenger (animated): In a moonlit graveyard, an ominous train 
appears to a woman in mourning.

Post-Apocalyptic Indians: A guy walks through the Wasteland 
and collapses. After a while he was found by a post-Apocalyptic gang 
who takes him to their village, then he’s sent to the judge...looks like he 
is a wanted man, he did something wrong. This story will have a prequel 
which will be shot at this years WW. 

Second Wind: The last performance on a destroyed Earth.

Post Scriptum: Who understands a prophet at the time of 
prophecy? They are unshakable witnesses of full moon and destruction, 
of arts and tides. They know our past glories and our present miseries. 
They behold us and stay hidden in the crowd... most of the time. They 
are intangible, and nevertheless they look real.

Shh (post apocalyptic): After the world has come and gone, 
what is left behind is a fight for survival. In the midst of this, a group 
of men capture a boy, a slave to be used and abused, but they soon start 
dying off, one by one. How? Why? Watch and find out!

Shhh (dark faery tale): About a young boy, Guillermo, who 
uses his imagination to overcome his monstrous bully at night. Tired of 
being scared, Guillermo eventually takes matters into his own hands. If 
you like such Guillermo Del Toro films as as Pan’s Labyrinth, then you 
should definitely check this one out!

Silence between thoughts: A tragic-poetic tale of love and 
loss which shows the consequences of a young girls broken heart.

Silent City: A man travels across a post apocalyptic city, avoiding 
nighttime creatures who had once been men and befriending a young 
woman he saves in his travels. Will he continue living his solitary 
existence? Originally a web series, this has been combined in a special 
edit exclusively for the Wasteland Film Festival. 
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. Somewhere (animated): An astronaut blasts off for another world, 
leaving part of himself – his left arm – back home. After a doomed 
landing, his mind is conflicted... 

Svetovar Brewery: A surreal, partly stop motion adventure as a 
man embraces the weird and lets it consume him. 

The LITTLE GIRL (animated): Describes the last minutes of a little 
girl caught in the middle of a big war, enriched by the poetry of Nazim 
Hikmet, named “Kiz Cocugu”. Very dark and sad. 

Mouse-X: A man trapped in a building with a thousand clones of 
himself must outwit his other selves to escape.

The Predestined Paradox (animated): It exists when a time 
traveler is caught in a loop of events that “predestines” or “predates” him 
or her to travel back in time. Because of the possibility of influencing 
the past while time traveling, one way of explaining why history does 
not change is by saying that whatever has happened must happen. Time 
travelers attempting to alter the past in this model, intentionally or not, 
would only be fulfilling their role in creating history as we know it, not 
changing it.

The Road to Wasteland: Two men, part of a larger post-
apocalyptic army, trek into the wasteland to find Josh and Swan. 
Considered to be enemies of the Army of Excellence, their mission is to 
terminate them with extreme prejudice.

The Yellow Generation (animated): The future of planet 
Earth is dark: its downsized population undergoes constant alien attacks 
and its toxic environment is now the home of zombies, monsters and 
a large variety of mutant fauna and flora. The Yellow Corporation 
governs the biggest fortresses in the world, thus dictating the lifestyle 
of all humankind. Join Hacker Thomas Calvin in his crusade against the 
tyranny of this post apocalyptic future!

Timothy: Simon is a little boy that has to deal with his baby-sitter, 
Sonia, a total nuisance. But that same night Simon will receive and 
unexpected visitor, Timothy, the main character of Simon’s favorite 
show, a visit he will never forget.

Titus: A man left behind in an abandoned colony on Titan, one of the 
moons of Saturn, trying to survive.

Virtuo: A short story about materialization of virtual existence. It is 
a dialogue between two different worlds. The main character gradually 
discovers that he lives in a post apocalyptic world that is devoid of 
humanity.

Welcome to Frotznuland: Experience the travel guide for a 
weird post apocalyptic environment!

Zombeez: A little smell good commercial for zombies. 
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